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digging the wells of revival reclaiming your historic - digging the wells of revival is a historic book the message is
revelatory and much needed for the whole prayer movement lou engle has tapped into the new move of god cindy jacobs co
founder generals of intercession, elijah s revolution power passion and committment to - a holy revolution of
unprecedented dimension is underway today in america in the face of relentless spiritual and moral decay thousands of
believers are answering god s call to a holy life of total and radical abandonment to christ, port manteaux word maker
onelook dictionary search - port manteaux churns out silly new words when you feed it an idea or two enter a word or two
above and you ll get back a bunch of portmanteaux created by jamming together words that are conceptually related to your
inputs for example enter giraffe and you ll get back words like gazellephant and gorilldebeest
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